WRITING CORNER
1. Writing corner. A NARRATIVE.
An experience with my friend. Read this text as example and then,
write about an experience you have had with a friend.

A summer that changed my life……………..

It was in July, a hot summer was starting and my family decided to go to the beach for some days. I didn´t
want to go because none of my friends were going to the beach but It was impossible to convince my
parents. My best friend, Marta, was staying in Worcester during the summer and I wanted to be with her.
I left very upset but once in the beach, my life changed forever. I met some friends; our group consisted of
5 members: Rose, Lilia, Gerard, Peter and me. At the beginning, we spent some time in the pool and in the
beach, I still missed my friends and Marta a lot. We spoke everyday on What´s up and she felt happy for
me when I explained her that I had some new friends.
Then, I fell in love, yes, I couldn´t believe it but there I was, I was falling in love with Gerard, one of my
friends and I was corresponded so, we started a relationship. It happen to be that he was from a nearby city
in Worcester so, when the summer ended we kept on our relationship and I felt really happy except when
classes started. At that point, my friend Marta changed a lot, we didn´t speak that much, she was cold and
distant, I couldn´t understand why and I tried to catch her attention, I invited her to my house a couple of
times and she rejected to come. Now, we rarely speak and see each other, I am happy because I have
Gerard with me but I miss Marta a lot.
Can you help me with this? I need some advice.

Remember:
In a good NARRATIVE about sth. that happened to you
in the past you must follow these instructions:
1) Situate the action; place, moment, people involved,
etc…
2) Be careful with the usage of past verbs (simple past,
past continuous)
3) It must be vivid; include some expressions to make
the story interesting!

